
The Planets are a small 
floorstanding omni-directional 
loudspeaker as are all in the Duevel 
product line.  Don’t let the size fool 
ya however… the Planets play BIG.  
Creating truly high performance 
speakers on a strict budget is no 
easy task and Duevel delivers a 
perfect solution.  

Casting aside typical box speaker 
design, we have broken through a 
new sound/price barrier.  
Combining years of design 
experience and great success in 
the field, the Planets are nothing 
short of remarkable.  Utilizing a 5” 
woofer and a 1” horn loaded 
tweeter, simple and ingenious 
crossover technology, reflective 
spheres and a finely tuned bottom 
ported cabinet results in a speaker 
which performs well beyond the 
imagination. 

Deep taught bass notes, midrange glow and clarity, fast transparent 
highs provide the listener a rare musical experience at a highly 
competitive price point.

Hear real, live, room filling sound from any source like an iPod 
docking station, to high quality analog or digital music and film 
players.  Stunning speakers for 2-channel music and home theater 
playback, the Planets orbit around any lifestyle and fit into any 
room.  Available in multiple colors, black, white and silver, truly 
innovative design combined with amazing sonic abilities, there exists 
a Planet you can call your own!

En t r y    H i g h e n d    S p e a k e r

Our Appetizer!
Sounds great! Easy to handle!
Looks good! Not expensive!



Omnidirectional 2-way-loudspeaker:
Technical data:

Woofer:
Diameter:  150 mm
Ferritmagnet:  82 mm
Paper cone
Rupper suspension

Horntweeter:
PE-membran: 25 mm
Ferritmagnet: 75 mm

Vented cabinet - Phaselinear crossover
Impedance: 4 Ohm
Sensitivity: 85 dB SPL
Power handling: 50 W RMS
Beamwidth: 40...20kHz
Size:         260 mm x 156 mm x 810 mm
Weight: 10 kg
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